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QUESTION 1

What is a significant difference between host and zone keys generated by dnssec-keygen? 

A. There is no difference. 

B. Zone key files contain a public and private key. 

C. Host keys files contain a public and private key. 

D. Host keys must always be generated if DNSSEC is used; zone keys are optional 

E. Zone keys must always be generated if DNSSEC is used; host keys are optional 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following applications utilize the device mapper? (Select TWO correct answers) A. SELinux 

B. LVM2 

C. EVMS 

D. GRUB 

E. LILO 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

A new PCMCIA network card is not functioning correctly. To troubleshoot this, the socket information should be
checked. How can this be done? (Choose two.) 

A. cardctl info 

B. cardctl -s 

C. cardmgr -s 

D. cat /var/lib/pcmcia/stab 

E. cat /proc/pcmcia 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4
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When compiling kernel modules, which make target will remove most generated files but keep the config file and
enough build support to build external modules? (Please enter only the make target and no other words) 

Correct Answer: clean 

 

QUESTION 5

Considering the following kernel IP routing table now, which of the following commands must be remove the route to the
network l0.l0.1.0/24? Kernel IP routing table Destination Gateway Genmask Flags Metric Ref Use Iface 

200.207.199.162 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255 UH 0 0 0 ppp0 

172.16.87.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 U 0 0 0 eth0 

192.168.246.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 U 0 0 0 eth1 

10.10.1.0 192.168.246.11 255.255.255.0 UG 0 0 0 eth1 

127.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 255.0.0.0 U 0 0 0 lo 

0.0.0.0 200.207.199.162 0.0.0.0 UG 0 0 0 ppp0 

A. route del 

10.10.1.0 

B. route del 10.10.1.0/24 

C. route del -net 10.10.1.0/24 

D. route del 10.10.1.0/24 gw 

192.168.246.11 

E. route del -net 

10.10.1.0 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which THREE statements concerning automounter are true? 

A. The autofs service does not need to be restarted after changing automounter map files 

B. Only one entry in master map can refer to each map file 

C. The automounter service does not rely on the kernel configuration 

D. For each entry in auto.master, a separate automounter daemon is started 

E. Changes to auto.master require automounter to reload its configuration 
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Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 7

What is the command to add another IP address to an interface that already has (at least) one IP address? 

A. ifconfig eth0:1 192.168.1.2 

B. ifconfigeth0192.168.1.2 

C. ipconfig eth0:1 192.168.1.2 

D. ipconfig eth0 192.168.1.2 

E. ifconfigeth0:sub1192.168.1.2 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 8

What command will search for physical defects on a hard drive and will mark these defects so that they 

are no longer used? (Please specify the command with no path information) 

Correct Answer: badblocks 

 

QUESTION 9

Which command with all parameters and arguments, can be used by root to erase the cron job list for the user fred? 

Answer: 

Correct Answer: crontab -u fred -r 

 

QUESTION 10

Which site-specific configuration file for the shadow login suite must be modified to log login failures? 

Please enter the complete path to that file. 

Correct Answer: fetcflog.defs 

 

QUESTION 11

After configuring a new 2.4 series kernel, all dependencies, such as include files, need to be created. How 

can this be achieved? Please enter the complete command. 
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Correct Answer: make dep 

 

QUESTION 12

When bash is invoked as an interactive login shell, which of the following sentences is true? 

A. It first reads and executes commands in /etc/bashrc and then does the same for /etc/profile. 

B. It ignores /etc/profile and only reads and executes commands in ~/.bashrc. 

C. It first reads and executes commands in /etc/profile and then does the same for ~/.bash_profile, ~/ .bash_login and
~/.profile. 

D. It first reads and executes commands in /etc/profile and then does same for ~/.bash_profile and ~/ .bashrc. 

E. It reads and executes commands in ~/.bashrc only if /etc/profile or another initialisation script calls it. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

What command can be used to configure the baud rate on a serial port? 

A. setserial 

B. serialconfig 

C. ttyconfig 

D. setty 

E. serialmode 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Please enter the complete path to the main configuration file for syslogd, which logs system messages on Linux
systems? 

Correct Answer: fetcfsyslog.conf 

 

QUESTION 15

A network client has an ethernet interface configured with an IP address in the subnet 192.168.0.0/24. This subnet has
a router, with the IP address 192.168.0.l, that connects this subnet to the Internet. What needs to be done on the client
to enable it to use the router as its default gateway? 

A. Run route add default gw 192.168.0.1 ethl. 
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B. Run route add gw 192.168.0.1 ethl. 

C. Run ifconfig eth0 defaultroute 192.168.0.1. 

D. Add "defaultroute 192.168.0.l" to /etc/resolv.conf. 

E. Run route add defaultgw=192.168.0.1 if=eth0. 

Correct Answer: A 
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